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Capital Productivity

Kristina Morkunaite

A Secular Decline in Capital Productivity in G7 
Countries
There is a commonly held notion that higher fi xed investment allows one to have it all – a higher 
labour productivity, a higher wage growth and higher or at least sustained returns on capital. 
However, experience shows that capital accumulation has led to a decline in total capital productivity 
with resulting pressures on capital returns – which have been largely offset by keeping wage growth 
subdued. This suggests that more policy focus should instead be placed on investment aimed at 
boosting total factor productivity through innovation and diffusion of technological progress so that 
gains in productivity and remuneration may be felt by both labour and capital.

DOI: 10.1007/s10272-019-0857-5

Kristina Morkunaite, Caisse de dépôt et place-
ment du Québec, Washington DC, USA.

In contrast to the ongoing debates on labour productivity, 
capital productivity has generally not received a lot of atten-
tion. Although the two concepts are highly interrelated, they 
are also quite different. Labour productivity, which measures 
output per working hour and is an important determinant of 
standards of living, typically rises alongside fi xed invest-
ment. Capital productivity, which measures output per capital 
services,1 or simply output per quality-adjusted capital stock, 
is in turn a key driving force for savings, investment and eco-
nomic development. Given that the scarcest input is by its 
very nature most productive, there is some trade-off between 
the two productivity measures. That said, capital and labour 
productivity can rise in tandem if there is an improvement in 
total factor productivity (TFP). Higher TFP implies a higher ef-
fi ciency of the overall production process, allowing a higher 
level of output for given levels of labour and capital.

Ignoring prices, overall real capital productivity2 in G7 econo-
mies has declined markedly over the past three decades, with 
only a brief period of improvement during the economic boom 
of 2003-07 and more recently in the aftermath of the global fi -
nancial crisis (Figure 1). In 2017, capital productivity was down 
on average by 10% since 2007 and by 20% since mid-1990s.

1 Capital services is the capital input into a production process and is 
estimated by weighing different types of productive capital stock cor-
rected for effi ciency loss and retirement with user costs, i.e. imputed 
rental prices.

2 To measure capital productivity in real terms, this article uses the 
ratio of gross value added (GVA) volume to capital services volume, 
a measure generally preferred in academic literature. An alternative 
measure of real capital productivity – the ratio of GVA to real capital 
stock – suggests a similar long-run broad-based decline.

This secular decline in capital productivity is also apparent 
across major non-fi nancial market industries, especially in 
construction and non-fi nancial business services, but also in 
manufacturing (Figure 2).3 It is only the information and com-
munication (IC) sector that showed a long-run uptrend. The 
worst performing sub-industries have been retail within trade 
and nondurable goods within manufacturing. In contrast, cap-
ital productivity in durable goods manufacturing has turned 
around in the 2000s showing an uptrend thereafter, while the 
intermediate goods sector has shown relative stability.

Decline in capital productivity: Underlying forces

Why does capital productivity fall as investment picks up? 
First, investment booms often result in some capacity underu-
tilisation. This may refl ect temporary factors such as the need 
for additional investment during a gradual buildup of large 
projects or the need for resource reorganisation and training. 
But some effects, such as inelastic total demand, are more 
lasting. For example, building more supermarkets or hotels 
in a neighbourhood may not lead to a proportionate increase 
in the overall demand. Also, the rise in new technology-led 
businesses has reduced the appeal for goods and services 
produced by old industries, e.g. while digitisation has brought 
about capital-effi cient e-commerce, it has left spare capacity 
in high street retailers. External forces, such as increased for-
eign competition, have also negatively affected demand, both 
domestic and external, in some sectors.

But even if new fi xed investment is utilised to full capacity, the 
law of diminishing marginal returns implies that, at industry 
level, raising capital per workforce eventually leads to a lower 
marginal and average capital productivity, all else equal. This 

3 The sectoral analysis focuses on fi ve G7 countries (the US, Germany, 
France, Italy, the UK) and excludes Japan and Canada due to data 
limitations.
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Figure 1
Real capital productivity, total economy
Index, 2009=100; G7: non-weighted average

S o u rc e : OECD.

is directly linked to the decreasing marginal product of capi-
tal in many industries, i.e. each extra unit of capital tends to 
generate less output, all else equal. Providing an employee 
with a second laptop does not necessarily increase his out-
put, for example. Moreover, this extra output per extra capital 
is highest when capital stock is relatively low. In other words, 
the scarcer the capital, the higher the capital productivity. That 
is why some of the most attractive investment opportunities 
are often found in less developed countries. Similarly, accord-
ing to the famous Solow model, accumulation of capital alone 
cannot yield lasting economic progress. TFP growth is the 
ultimate driver of economic growth and productivity of both 
labour and capital.

Growth accounting, based on EU KLEMS data, allows for the 
measurement of the contribution to economic growth from 
quality-adjusted capital, skill-adjusted labour and techno-
logical change. By extension, a change in capital productivity 
can be illustrated as the sum of a positive contribution from 
TFP growth and a negative contribution from the rise in the 
capital to labour ratio, called capital deepening (Figure 3).4 In 
the long-run, capital productivity in G7 countries has declined 
as the pace of capital deepening has by and large outpaced 
TFP growth. The only instances when TFP growth was suffi -
ciently strong enough that investment and capital productivity 
(and labour productivity) performed well were the boom years 
(2003-07) for manufacturing, or the information and communi-
cation sector more broadly.5 In recent years, capital productiv-
ity has stabilised and even edged up in some countries, re-
fl ecting stalling capital deepening. The latter offset anemic or 
even negative TFP growth.

4 Capital to labour ratio, the rise of which is called capital deepening, is 
calculated here as the ratio of capital services to labour services, i.e. 
quality-adjusted capital to skill-adjusted hours worked.

5 At least from the late 1990s after the data adjustment.

Capital deepening

Over the past decades, capital in G7 economies has become 
increasingly more abundant relative to labour,6 refl ecting a 
more rapid accumulation of capital relative to growth in em-
ployment, and, in some cases, even a decline in employment. 
In some sectors, employment, measured as hours worked, 
fell alongside diminishing output, but the widespread decline 
in manufacturing employment (since the 1970s in European 
countries and since the early 2000s in the US) contrasted the 
continued increase in gross value added, suggesting that la-
bour automation has played a role. This has changed post-
crisis, as capital deepening in G7 economies stalled. While 
employment recovery was particularly weak in manufacturing, 
construction and trade in the fi ve G7 countries under consid-
eration (in 2015 it was still below 2007 level), the recovery was 
even shallower in investment, with quality-adjusted capital 
stock barely rising in the eight years until 2015 across all six 
sectors (see Figure 4).

Despite the recent pause, there are reasons to expect that 
capital deepening will likely resume in the years ahead:

• Temporary cyclical forces appear to have played a role in 
the recent slowdown, such as high levels of uncertainty 
and capacity underutilisation holding investment. Invest-

6 The long-run uptrend is apparent using different measures, including 
the ratio of capital services to total hours worked, capital services to 
skill-adjusted labour input, capital stock to total hours worked and 
capital stock to persons employed.

Figure 2
Real capital productivity by sector, G7 excluding 
Japan and Canada
Index, 2009=100; non-weighted average

N o t e :  After 1998 information and communication (IC) consists of (i) 
publishing, audiovisual and broadcasting activities; (ii) telecommunica-
tions; (iii) IT and other information services. Before 1998, as the dashed 
line indicates, IC composition varied across countries, but predominantly 
consisted of post and telecommunications, e.g. IC included postal ser-
vices in the US until 1998 and in Germany until 1991, which afterwards 
has been included in the transportation sector.

S o u rc e : EU KLEMS, World KLEMS, author’s calculations.
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Figure 3
Contributions to capital productivity growth, G7 
excluding Japan and Canada
Percentage points; non-weighted averages across countries and time

S o u rc e : EU KLEMS, author’s calculations.

ment growth picked up in 2017-18 in several countries, and 
the European Commission projects an increase in the ratio 
of net stock of capital to employed persons in all G7 coun-
tries in 2020-21.7

• In the longer run, worsening demographics (the labour 
force is already declining in Japan, Germany and Italy and 
slowing elsewhere) will further intensify pressure for labour 
automation, reinforced by recent technological advances 
in computer power, artifi cial intelligence and robotics.

But there are also reasons to believe that capital deepening 
will not resume the pace of the 1980s or 1990s:

• The growth in capital intensity, i.e. the capital to labour ra-
tio, has been decelerating in Japan and European coun-
tries already for several decades.

• When capital stock relative to labour and incomes is high, a 
large proportion of investment goes just to replenish capital 
that becomes outdated, broken and obsolete.

• Moreover, the rise of the ‘sharing economy’, from cloud 
computing to coworking spaces, suggests that capital may 
be more effi ciently used and thus less abundant.

• Meanwhile, the shift of labour to (so far) more labour-inten-
sive service sectors, if continued, points to an overall econ-
omy that is shallower in capital.

While a return in capital deepening will be a welcome develop-
ment for labour productivity, pressures on capital productivity 
will resurface, especially if TFP growth remains subdued.

7 See AMECO database.

Higher investment: A cause or a symptom of TFP 
growth?

Contrary to some beliefs, higher fi xed investment is gener-
ally not a solution to weak TFP growth,8 and in fact, may act 
as a drag on TFP in the short run due to negative effects of 
the (temporary) underutilisation of newly invested capital. But 
then, why do investment growth and TFP growth show a high 
correlation over the longer run? In the G7 countries, for ex-
ample, the correlation between TFP growth and investment 
growth was 0.8 over the 1980-2017 period. An explanation is 
that investment and TFP are both pro-cyclical: they tend to 
rise in economic upswings and decrease in economic down-
turns. In expansionary periods, such as in the years 2003-
07, booming demand conditions encourage investment and 
boost TFP via improved aggregate capacity utilisation of la-
bour and capital. Likewise, the sharp ensuing recession after 
the global fi nancial crisis left sizeable spare capacity and little 
business’ appetite for new capital outlays. The role of demand 
can be illustrated by the US example: the correlation between 
fi xed investment growth and non-adjusted TFP growth in the 
US over the period 1985-2017 was 0.6, but only 0.2 when us-
ing a capacity-adjusted TFP series (Figure 5).

Sometimes, economic and investment booms originate from 
positive shocks to (capacity-adjusted) TFP itself. In the past, 
such positive TFP shocks resulted from new business models 
and production processes (e.g. assembly lines, outsourcing), 
technological advancements (e.g. the Internet, personal com-
puter), regulatory environment changes (e.g. reforms increas-
ing effi ciency and competition in product and labour markets), 
among other factors. These forces have been observed to 

8 A.S. E n g l a n d e r, A. G u r n e y : Medium-term determinants of OECD 
productivity, OECD Economic Studies No. 22, Spring 1994, pp. 52-56.

Figure 4
Change in capital and labour inputs, G7 excluding 
Japan and Canada
Percentage change in capital services and total hours worked

S o u rc e : EU KLEMS, author’s calculations.
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Figure 5
Fixed investment and TFP in the US
Percentage change, q/q, annualised, 5-year moving average

S o u rc e : FRBSF, Haver Analytics.

drive growth of output, incomes and investment. For example, 
economic acceleration in the new EU accession countries in 
the mid-2000s or East Germany in the 1990s after the fall of 
the Berlin Wall were in part driven by structural reforms that fo-
cused on market liberalisation and privatisation, and a reduc-
tion of supply side bottlenecks (Figure 6). In turn, the Internet 
and rapid advancements in computer technology served as 
an engine for growth in the US during the 1990s boom.

Yet certain investment, such as that in research and develop-
ment (R&D) and technology-embodying capital, is not only a 
symptom of but also a catalyst for TFP growth. R&D is critical 
for stimulating the learning and innovation process, while intel-
lectual property products and ICT capital (information tech-
nology equipment, communications equipment and software) 
help promote knowledge transfer, technology diffusion and 
effi ciency spillovers across industries, including trade, trans-
portation and manufacturing. Information and communication 
technologies allow companies to streamline production, dis-
tribution and administrative processes and produce superior 
goods and services with less resources and in less time. There 
is signifi cant empirical evidence, at both the macro and micro 
level, that confi rms positive spillovers to TFP growth arising 
from investment in R&D, and notably (cumulative) investment 
in ICT capital.9 Figure 7 and Figure 8 show that countries and 
sectors with the highest average TPF growth during 2002-07, 
notably information and communication followed by manufac-
turing, also had the highest levels of ICT capital intensity.

That said, post-crisis slowdown in TFP growth is visible across 
the fi ve G7 countries considered, especially in the US (TFP 

9 See D.J. W i l s o n : IT and Beyond: The Contribution of Heterogene-
ous Capital to Productivity, FRBSF Working Paper No. 2004-13, 2007; 
OECD: The Economic Impact of ICT: Measurement, Evidence and 
Implications, Paris 2004, OECD Publishing, p. 96; G. A d l e r, M.R.A. 
D u v a l , D. F u rc e r i , K. S i n e m , K. K o l o s k o v a , M. P o p l a w s k i -
R i b e i ro : Gone with the Headwinds: Global Productivity, IMF Staff 
Discussion Note No. 17/04, 2017.

Figure 6
TFP growth, total economy
Percentage, average

S o u rc e : OECD.
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Figure 8
TFP growth in IC, manufacturing and services
Percentage change, average
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growth in the US in 2011-17 fell to one-fourth of the 1996-2005 
pace even after adjusting for utilisation), irrespective of its 
much higher ICT capital intensity (Figure 8). Moreover, ICT in-
vestment slowed in tandem with TPF, notably in the US, which 
is considered to be at the technology frontier (ICT investment 
growth halved from the 1990s pace), sparking a debate about 
the fading dividends of the Internet revolution and earlier ad-
vancements in semiconductor and hardware industries.

There are reasons to believe that there remain untapped in-
vestment opportunities in technological capital. To begin with, 
European countries still lag behind the US in ICT capital, sug-
gesting sizeable potential TFP gains from investment into ex-
isting technologies. But even in the US, the evidence suggests 
room for further technology diffusion. The OECD fi nds that 
TFP growth remains strong within the most productive fi rms 
but the gap between the others has widened.10 Finally, recent 
advances in computing power, artifi cial intelligence and other 
breakthrough technologies offer hope for a new wave of tech-
nology-led productivity renaissance, albeit with time lags.11

Capital productivity and capital returns

The impl ications of declining capital productivity are far-
reaching, as capital productivity represents the key source of 

10 OECD: The Future of Productivity, Paris 2015, OECD Publishing.
11 S. B a s u , J.G. F e r n a l d : Information and Communications Technol-

ogy as a General-Purpose Technology: Evidence from U.S. Industry 
Data, FRBSF Economic Review, 2008, pp. 1-15; E. B r y n j o l f s s o n , D. 
R o c k, C. S y v e r s o n : Artifi cial Intelligence and the Modern Produc-
tivity Paradox: A Clash of Expectations and Statistics, NBER Working 
Paper No. 24001, November 2017.

returns on productive business capital.12 Other elements in-
clude output prices, prices of inputs (raw materials, intermedi-
ate goods, cost of capital), wages and taxes. All else equal, 
lower levels of capital productivity imply lower capital returns. 
Following the methodology by the Federal Reserve System 
and Bureau of Economic Analysis, pre-tax capital returns on 
productive capital for the fi ve G7 countries considered13 are 
calculated here as the ratio of the net operating surplus to 
the net stock of capital.14 Across industries, percentage point 
changes in aggregate capital returns show positive correlation 
with percentage changes in capital productivity (Figure 9).

Capital returns in 2011-15 were generally lower than in the pre-
crisis 1998-2007 period across industries, but at the same 
time fared better than capital productivity (Figure 10). Returns 
declined in trade as well as food and accommodation, in par-
allel with lower productivity. More stable returns in manufac-
turing were in sync with more stable productivity. However, the 

12 Return on productive capital differs from fi nancial returns, as the lat-
ter also includes prices of fi nancial capital, i.e. stocks and bonds. See 
K.A. P e t r i c k : Comparing NIPA Profi ts with S&P 500 Profi ts, in: Sur-
vey of Current Business, Vol. 81, No. 4, 2001, pp. 16-20.

13 Sectoral analysis focuses on fi ve G7 countries excluding Japan and 
Canada due to data limitations.

14 Net operating surplus is a broad measure of corporate profi ts and is 
calculated as revenues minus costs of intermediate inputs, compen-
sation of employees, taxes on production and imports less subsidies, 
and consumption of fi xed capital from, but before subtracting fi nanc-
ing costs and business transfer payments. Net capital stock meas-
ured as net fi xed assets valued at current replacement cost, and thus, 
unlike in other studies, excludes inventories due to data limitations.  
See R.J. C o re a , B.A. R e t u s : Returns for Domestic Nonfi nancial 
Business, BEA Survey of Current Business, June 2015; P. G o m m e , 
B. R a v i c u m a r, P. R u p e r : Secular Stagnation and Returns to Capi-
tal, Economic Synopses, Economic Synopses No. 19, Federal Re-
serve Bank of St. Louis, 2015.

Figure 9
Capital productivity and returns, G7 excluding Japan 
and Canada
Real capital productivity; pre-tax net returns on net fi xed assets

S o u rc e : EU KLEMS, OECD, author’s calculations.
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Shares of capital returns and income, G7 excluding 
Japan and Canada
Percentage; pre-tax net returns; share of value added at factor costs

S o u rc e : EU KLEMS, OECD, author’s calculations.
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rise in capital returns in construction and the decline in returns 
in the information and communication sector contrasted their 
respective developments in capital productivity.15

There are two possible explanations for these divergences:

1. Changes in relative prices (of output, capital, other inputs) 
led to better or worse capital productivity metrics in nomi-
nal terms.16 The manufacturing sector benefi tted from the 
decline in energy prices since 2014, while the construction 
sector profi ted from a sharp price appreciation of real es-
tate fi xed assets, notably post-crisis. In contrast, technol-
ogy cost defl ation has led to a decline in capital returns in 
the information and communication sector.

Falling prices of capital embodying technology makes in-
novation more inclusive. The fl ip side of it is that declining 
ICT prices imply capital losses for the owners of the old 
equipment and pressures on output prices for ICT produc-
ers. A rapid technological change implies a much higher 
rate of depreciation and obsolescence for ICT capital than 
that of traditional assets.17 For example, buildings not only 
have lower depreciation rates but have seen signifi cant 
price appreciation over time. For that reason, in order for 
ICT investment to boost capital productivity and returns, it 
needs to generate TFP spillovers to offset both pressures 
on real capital productivity from capital deepening and 
capital losses resulting from the technological change.

2. The pressures from lower capital productivity were offset 
by subdued wage growth, at below the pace of labour pro-
ductivity growth, allowing for an increase in capital income 
shares. Looking at the country group averages across 
industries, the changes in average pre-tax nominal capi-
tal returns in 2011-15 versus 1998-2007 at least partly re-
fl ected capital income shares. It is interesting to note that 
variation in capital income shares is at least partially ex-
plained by capital intensity (explanatory power is 85% in 
manufacturing in the US). In individual countries, increas-
es in capital shares have contributed to better returns in 

15 The analysis focuses on changes in returns rather than on the com-
parison of return levels across sectors. For example, the rate of return 
in the construction sector may be infl ated due to a sizable share of 
leased assets.

16 Nominal or expenditure-oriented capital productivity is measured as 
the ratio of market value of output to cost of capital services; see Mc-
Kinsey Global Institute: Capital Productivity, June 1996. Alternatively, 
nominal capital productivity can be measured as nominal GDP to 
depreciation / consumption of capital; see T. We i ß : Has the Decline 
in Productivity of Capital been Halted, in: Intereconomics, Vol. 33, 
No. 2, 1998, pp. 86-92, available at https://archive.intereconomics.eu/
downloads/getfi le.php?id=14.

17 See D. K o s z e re k , K. H a v i k , K. M c  M o r ro w, W. R ö g e r, F. 
S c h ö n b o r n : An overview of the EU KLEMS Growth and Productiv-
ity Accounts, European Economy, Economic Papers No. 290, Euro-
pean Commission, 2007.

manufacturing as well as information and communication 
sectors in the US, Germany and the UK, and in construc-
tion in Germany. A rise in income shares supporting capital 
returns also holds for the non-fi nancial corporate sector 
that does not have mixed income bias.18

This analysis answers or reformulates some of the prevailing 
questions in academia and media:

• Why do non-fi nancial corporates not invest despite high 
returns?19 It is because the key factors behind strong re-
turns are likely non-sustainable, notably post-crisis appre-
ciation of real estate prices, suppressed wages and rising 
income shares.

• Why do income shares not rise despite slow growth in in-
vestment? Capital income shares at least partly refl ect the 
rise in capital intensity, and the fact that compensation is 
demanded not by newly invested capital but also by the 
old (costly) capital.

Focus on innovation and technological progress

While it is often argued that investment is a recipe for both 
higher wages and higher corporate profi ts, such discussions 
miss an important element of capital productivity. All else 
equal, investment does boost labour productivity, whereas 
rising capital intensity weighs on capital productivity and 
capital returns. In fact, companies managed to sustain capital 
returns in the past by subduing real wage growth with rising 
capital income shares. It is only TFP growth that allows for the 
increases in returns and productivity of both labour and capi-
tal. What is also missing from these discussions is the focus 
on investment that has the potential to boost TFP. Unlike tra-
ditional physical capital, investment in ICT capital, R&D and 
intellectual property products allow companies to shift to new 
technologies, more advanced capital and higher TFP levels.

In this context, governments should focus on policies that 
promote creation and diffusion of innovation and technologi-
cal progress. Potential gains from investment in technology-
embodying capital are particularly high in European coun-
tries, as they still lag signifi cantly behind the US in both ICT 
investment fl ows and ICT capital stock relative to their econo-
mies. Europe should aim at creating favourable conditions 
for private ICT investment through tax incentives and trade 
policies, pro-competition reforms to product markets (nota-
bly services) and public spending on basic research and edu-
cation.

18 In industrial accounts, proprietor’s income is being attributed to capi-
tal income.

19 P. G o m m e , B. R a v i c u m a r, P. R u p e r, op. cit.


